Vena for
Finance-Led
Planning

INTRODUCTION

Start Your 

Growth Journey
You’re ready to grow your business. We’re
ready to get you there. At Vena, we’re
obsessed with growth. We’re constantly
thinking about new ways to upgrade your
ability to weather unexpected storms,
improve the way you manage your
workforce, increase your number of
accounts and gain a better understanding
of what drives your business. We’ll help  
you build your plan to grow. 




Vena is built around the idea that  
business transformation starts with
mindset transformation. In order to  
grow further, you have to break down  
silos and bring the entire business into  
a single source of truth. That’s why we  
built our complete planning platform.  
Vena is the platform that grows with you,
so whether you have 10 spreadsheets  
or 10,000, we’ll be there to help you turn
your numbers into narratives and get you
going on your journey from finance-led
planning to beyond. 


Vena brings your people, departments,
processes, and systems together into  
a single source of truth so you and your  
team can grow anywhere together.
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Streamlined and Simple
Finance-Led planning jumpstarts your journey to growth. By simplifying and automating
your tedious tasks, we give you more time to start bringing finance to the forefront of
your business. With Vena, you can focus on the future instead of spending your time
documenting the past. We’ll help you streamline your financial processes like budgeting,
reporting, forecasting and analysis so you can say goodbye to inefficiencies. Vena will get
you ready to grow and grow right alongside you.

“

Vena is really taking care of business. It finally  
feels like we aren't working on nothing all day.
Vena has allowed us to focus on what truly matters
in our organization instead of spending all day
creating reports and consolidating numbers.


Dustin Johnson

Senior Accountant 

Florida Orthopaedic Institute
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The Power  
Behind the Plan
If you’re going to get growing, you’ll need  
a way to get there. That’s why we built  
the Vena Growth Engine. It’s best-in-class
technology and methodology—created  
by our team of planning experts— 
combined with the world’s leading grid.  
The Growth Engine is the key to business
transformation. We’ve built a platform that
takes care of the details so you can keep
your eye on the big picture. Every piece  
of the Growth Engine works in tandem  
to automate your finance-led processes and
accelerate your workflows so you have time
to focus on your long-term plans. 
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Our Excel interface keeps things simple,
while our Workflows help you create  
more efficient processes. Our Integrations
connect your finance and operations
source systems with ease to ensure  
you’re always working from accurate  
and up-to-date numbers. Vena’s Security
ensures that only the right people get  
the right data—at the right time—at their
fingertips. Our Modeling makes planning  
for the unexpected easy and fun.


Trade in the doubts and double-checks  
for a definitive solution with Vena’s
finance-led planning.
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SPREADSHEET ENVIRONMENT
APPLICATION ENVIRONMENT

Excel is the most commonly used finance
and operations planning system in the
world for a reason. It’s flexible, universal,
and easy to use, but it isn’t built for growth.
It can become clunky and hard to manage
as your business grows. It’s easy to end  
up lost in a sea of spreadsheets, searching
for the right numbers, or spend an
unfathomable amount of time trying  
to figure out where your numbers are
coming from.

Excel isn’t broken, it just needs a boost.
That’s where Vena comes in. We take  
the best of Excel and turn it into a turbo- 
boosted time-saver. You can use all the
quick tricks you’ve learned over the years,
plus all the ones we have up our sleeve.
And since Excel is a universal language,
onboarding your coworkers and teammates  
to Vena is simple. Painlessly pick up your
pace with Vena. 


CONTROLLED

Vena leverages an Excel grid interface,  
so you can use the tool you know to create
things you’ve only imagined. 



FLEXIBLE

Excel Enhanced

PROS

CONS

• Flexible 


• Data integrity issues 


• Strong modeling  
capabilities  


• No source system
integration 


• Powerful calculations 


• Manual consolidations 


• Rich presentation 


• Lack of auditabiility  


• High user adoption


• No process management


PROS
• High data integrity 

• Database centric 

• Workflow management 

• Controlled 

• Auditable


CONS
• Takes you away from
spreadsheets 

• Rigid, lack of flexibility 

• IT/Consulting intensive 

• High cost of ownership
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Connect the Dots
Vena integrates with your source systems
with ease. We’ll bring all your disparate
data from any source system into our
centralized database, whether it’s coming
from the cloud, on premise, or a flat-file.
We’ll automatically load your data and  
we make it easy to check for updates,  
so you can bring all of your numbers  
under one roof.
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We connect people, departments,
processes and systems to make sure  
every piece of your business is working
together to fuel your growth journey.  
That makes it much faster to bring it all
together for budgets, reports, forecasting,
analysis and more. And since your data is
coming straight from the source, you’ll
have unprecedented confidence in your
numbers. Say goodbye to constant copying
and pasting and hello to a planning
platform that works for you.
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Go With Your
Workflow
Speed up without sacrifice with Vena.  
You know what works for your business.
Instead of upending your workflows and
finding a way to fit into our plans, Vena
encourages you to work your own way  
with our workflow builders. 


Vena simplifies and automates your
finance-led processes with our intuitive
workflow builders. You can take charge of
your daily, weekly, monthly or annual
processes with our visual workflow tools.  
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Vena enables you to build any process
you can dream up. With automatic data
loads from your source systems, you’ll
always have the confidence of knowing
you’re working with the latest and most
accurate actuals. And for those numbers
that have to be sourced by hand, we’ll
even send out auto-reminders to your
team before the due date, so you can stop
wasting time on budget email tag. Imagine
what you’ll do with all of your free time.
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Safe and Sound
Your data is your company’s greatest asset.
Keep it safe with Vena. Vena’s advanced
security features allow you to control data
access and manage permissions down  
to the individual user level. Only want
Marketing to input one specific cell into
one specific model? Vena makes it possible
to lock it down so you know your numbers
are airtight. 




If you want to dive deeper, Vena’s audit
trails make sure you know exactly where
your numbers are coming from. You can
drill down into a single cell and trace the
number back to its original source. You  
can find out which data source, linked
spreadsheet, or individual user is creating
your numbers and track how a cell has
changed over time. Our audit trails keep
your data clean and your typos in check.
Vena helps you know better so you can
grow better.
LAST EDITOR: Denzel Carter

DATE EDITED: 10/08/2020
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Under One Roof
Vena brings all of your data into a single
source of truth. From your ERP to your CRM
to your HRIS, any data source you can think
of can be connected to Vena. We bring
every aspect of your business together  
and break it down into easily accessible
and understandable pieces. Vena hosts
your data in the cloud, so you can access
any spreadsheet you need from anywhere.
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We give you the confidence that can only
come from a clear and accurate view  
of your business. Vena helps you make
better decisions by implementing better
information management. Work from a
single source of truth with Vena.

Start Asking “What If?”
You might wonder what you’re going to do
with all the time you’ve saved with Vena’s
finance-led planning configuration. We
have the answer—limitless modeling. Vena
gives you a crystal ball to see into the
future. We’ll help you uncover your hidden
insights so you can know what’s coming
weekly, monthly, quarterly or annually.
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With Vena, rolling forecasts and what-if
analysis can become part of your daily
routine, so you’ll be ready for anything.
Turn on a dime—and save a couple as
well—with Vena.

Excel Further
BUDGETING


STRATEGIC PLANNING


You’ll be looking forward to budget season
with Vena. The stress of deadlines will
become a distant memory with Vena’s
central database and Excel interface and
formulas. You can create budgets based  
on any requirement, whether you’re
driver-based, zero-based or bottom-up.


Stay in the know with Vena. Vena helps 

you keep your team informed with
strategic planning that automatically  
links back to your current plans and  
your budgets and actuals. Prepare your
business for the next five years with  
Vena's strategic planning capabilities.



FORECASTING


WHAT-IF ANALYSIS


Vena gives you the ability to make top-down  
adjustments on your forecast so you can
meet those last minute deadlines. By
bringing all of your reporting, budgeting,
and forecasting functions under one roof
and combining them with integrated
actuals, Vena makes continual rolling
forecasts a reality.


Markets change fast. Vena is faster. Bring 

all of the possibilities to your executive
team on a dime with our what-If analysis. 

With unlimited modeling, you can test  
for best-case scenario, worst-case scenario, 

or any scenario you can imagine. Spring
into action when change strikes with Vena.
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A Winning Formula
FINANCIAL REPORTING


BUSINESS-WIDE REPORTING ANALYSIS


Deadlines are no match for the speed 

of Vena. You can complete all your financial
reporting in record-time with our flexible
modeling and Excel calculations. Easily link
key financial statements so you can create
reports fast. Vena’s database ensures that
you’re always working from the most
accurate numbers. Experience stress-free
reporting with Vena.

Create and share the data that makes  
your business go with ease. Vena can
create dashboards in an instant and Power
BI doubles the impact with advanced
analysis capabilities.

MANAGEMENT REPORTING

Keep on top of your data with Vena.  
You can report on variances in the same
solution you use to complete all your other
financial tasks. When you add in the ease
of our Excel interface, you’ll be done with
your executive board presentations with
time to spare.
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A Running Start
Vena’s Core FP&A solution gets you ready for finance-led planning without the long
implementation time. By leveraging our preconfigured solution, you can hit the ground
growing in no time.
DATA MODELS


DATA INTEGRATIONS


Data models are the foundation of our
Core FP&A solution. It comes with a set  
of standard dimensions, but it can be
tailored to your Chart of Accounts and
business dimensions like your accounts,
entities, deparments, currency, year,
period, or scenario.

Vena’s Core FP&A solution integrates data
from your disparate systems into a single,
integrated platform. We’ll bring in your GL
and detailed transactions and automatically
update hierarchies to reflect your new
accounts, departments, entities or
business logic.

PLANNING TEMPLATES


REPORTING


Get all of your required business logic
pre-configured in a familiar Excel interface.
Vena’s Core FP&A solution facilitates your
planning, forecasting, and budgeting
processes with pre-configured templares for
Simple Revenue and Gross Margin, Balance
Sheet, and Opex and SG&A planning.

Get ready to report with pre-configured
Corporate Financial Statements, and  
a KPI Dashboard for enhanced analytics.
Vena for Core FP&A comes preloaded  
with reporting templates and the ability to
easily create all of your custom reports like
Income Statements and Balance Sheets,
Cashflow Statements, Departmental and
Varience view Income Statements, Opex
and overall business dashboards.
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Biola University Unifies
Their Process With Vena
Before Vena, Biola University struggled
with manually collecting and consolidating
budget P&Ls from over 330 departments.
They didn’t know if their data was accurate
and they had versions of versions floating
around. Biola University had no overall
picture of their budgeting process and status.

“

With Vena, they were able to use their
existing formulas and models to create  
a central database. They had the confidence
they needed in the numbers. Even though
they’d only considered Vena for budgeting
when they implemented, Vena grew  
with them and now they use our platform  
for salary planning and long and short- 
term forecasting.

The ability to share data between our  
different processes has made us love Vena.


LORI LAMBERT

BUSINESS SYSTEMS MANAGER

BIOLA UNIVERSITY
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Plan on It
Add up to more with Vena, the complete
planning platform that connects
departments, people, processes and
systems. We power business growth by
bringing your data to life with the world's
leading grid. Vena brings cross-functional
teams into a scalable and flexible single
source of truth, so your entire business  
can move in lockstep on your plan to grow. 




Vena is a partnership, not just a piece of  
your tech stack. Our team of experts is here  
for you at every stage of your growth journey,
whether that’s implementation, onboarding,
or support along the way. Together, we’ll
turn your passions into a plan.

Visit us at venasolutions.com or call us at (855) 422-1119

RISHI GROVER

Chief Solutions Architect
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